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Following on from a
busy 2018, we are
looking forward to
‘growing our business
by
delighting
our
customers’ in 2019.
At the 2019 Executive
Hire Show two brand
new JCB machines
were shown for the first time – the CT260
roller and JCB 19C-1E electric mini excavator.
The 19C-1E is JCB’s first ever electric
excavator – the quietest digger in its range
and one delivering zero emissions. It will
allow contractors to work inside buildings, in
emissions-sensitive inner city environments and
in tunnels or underground, without having to
install costly exhaust extraction equipment.
The brand new CT260 tandem roller has been
designed to bring rental firms and operators a
machine that is easier and more comfortable

ISSUE 55

to use, safer to operate, simpler to service and
cheaper to run. Also featured on the stand was
a series of further models from JCB’s extensive
range of equipment which has been specifically
designed for the rental sector. These include:
the 18Z-1 mini excavator, 1930E electric
scissor lift, HTD5 Dumpster, 1-T1 site dumper,
403 compact wheeled loading shovel, 525-60
compact Loadall and a series of models from
JCB’s generator, lighting tower, powerpack and
light equipment line-ups.

NEW FOR 2019

If you would like any more information on JCB’s
new machines please contact your local Holt
JCB salesman. Holt JCB also continue to have
some great offers on parts and attachments
so keep an eye on our facebook, twitter and
Linked-in feeds for all the latest deals.
Paul Butcher
Territory Manager - Cornwall & Devon
Tel: 07971 172952
Email: paul.butcher@holtjcb.co.uk

UK’S FIRST JCB 220X LONG REACH

JCB 19C-1E Mini Excavator
The 19C-1E is JCB’s first
ever electric excavator – the
quietest digger in its range
and one delivering zero
emissions.

It’s a first! This month Holt JCB sold the UK’s first JCB 220X Long Reach to J W Baron Earthworks,
based in South Hams in Devon. (Pictured below James Baron, Owner of J W Baron, Paul Butcher,
Territory Manager Holt JCB and Peter Vooght, operator for J W Baron.)

JCB CT260 Roller
The new CT260 tandem
roller has been designed
to be easier and more
comfortable to use, safer to
operate and cheaper to run.
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UK’S FIRST JCB 220X LONG REACH CONT.
J.W. Baron Earthworks have been providing agricultural and
environmental earthworks and earthmoving throughout the
South West since 1997.
They own a comprehensive range of modern machinery and attachments
that they hire when not being utilised on contract work. The company
undertakes a multitude of projects for individual clients, civil engineering
companies, local authorities and conservation organisations.
The JCB 220X Long Reach has been equipped with bio degradable oil as
they often work in environmentally sensitive areas. In the unlikely event
of an oil spill this biodegradable oil is degraded by naturally occurring
bacteria, thus protecting land and water courses from pollution.
This impressive machine is also piped to fit their host of attachments
as it will be working on environmental projects in and around Devon.
James Baron and his operator Peter Vooght are delighted with the
machine and can’t wait to put it to work on their latest dredging job.
If you would like more information on JCB’s range of excavators please
do not hesitate to get in touch with your local Holt JCB salesman.
((Pictured above James Baron, Owner of J W Baron, Paul Butcher,
Territory Manager Holt JCB and Peter Vooght, operator for J W Baron.)
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JCB TAKES THE LEAD ON ELECTRIFICATION

WITH LAUNCH OF 19C-1E
JCB has launched its first ever full electric mini excavator, the 19C-1E - a powerful compact model with zero exhaust emissions and
one that is considerably quieter than a standard machine.
Utilising leading-edge automotive battery technology, the 19C-1E will deliver all of the performance of a conventional diesel-powered 1.9-tonne mini
excavator with a reduction of both internal and external noise levels. Designed to meet a growing need for environmentally friendly construction equipment,
the new 19C-1E features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three or four lithium-ion battery packs providing a 15-20kWh storage capacity
Load-sensing hydraulic system delivering powerful digging performance
Sophisticated battery management system ensuring full-shift availability
Convenient on-board charger with 110V input for 12-hour recharging capability
The option for 230V charging when required, with 8-hour recharging time
Fast charge option allowing a full charge in under 2 hours

Zero emission operation at point of use, with no tethers or unsafe trailing cables, will allow contractors to work inside buildings and in emissions-sensitive
inner-city environments. It will also permit rail contractors to operate in tunnels and underground, without having to install costly exhaust extraction
equipment. Contractors will also be able to work after normal hours in urban streets, without disturbing residents, as well as operating in other noise
sensitive environments including near hospitals and schools.
The JCB 19C-1E can be powered by three or four lithium-ion batteries, to provide 15kWh or an optional 20kWh of energy storage. This is enough for
a full working shift for the majority of mini excavator customers. The machine is initially equipped with both 110V and 230V charging, while a fast charge
option will be available. The 230V 16A supply requires an eight-hour charge time from empty, while the 110V supply would require a 12-hour charge time.
The batteries have been designed to last the operating life of the machine.
Using a 48V electrical system, a highly efficient electric motor delivers instant torque, to power the machine’s proven Bosch Rexroth load-sensing hydraulic
system. This delivers the same sector-leading digging performance as the standard 19C-1. The hydraulic system also delivers a 32 litre/min twin flow
auxiliary circuit and the mini comes with an integrated hand-held hydraulic tool circuit option, for added versatility. The high efficiency of this advanced
electric-hydraulic combination means only a small hydraulic cooler with a small thermostatic electric fan and no engine radiator - contributing to longer
battery life and the lower noise level. With no daily checks of coolant and engine oil levels required, the machine can commence work quicker than its
diesel counterpart.
The machine has three digging modes, controlled by a rotary dial. In the ‘low’ setting the electric motor runs at 1,200rpm, in ‘general’ it operates
at 1,600rpm and in ‘high’ mode the motor spins at 1,800rpm. There is an additional Auto Kick Up mode for tracking, where the motor operates at
2,300rpm for rapid movement of the machine between digging sites. The 19C-1E is equipped with the same adjustable undercarriage and choice of digging
equipment as the diesel model, providing a maximum digging depth of 2,576mm with the longer 1,100mm dipper arm.
Initially, the mini excavator will be available with a ROPS/TOPS and FOGS certified canopy. As the electric excavator is based on the premium specification
19C-1, the excavator comes with proportional rocker switches for auxiliary functions and boom offset swing. The premium model also has a membrane
switch pad to the right of the operator for all additional controls, while the fuel gauge has been replaced by an easy to read charge level readout.
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ANOTHER JS330 FOR CJL
CJL Construction, based in Congresbury, have taken delivery of
another JCB JS330LC excavator to join their fleet. CJL have also
recently added a JCB 220X and a JCB JS145 to their existing fleet.
Their driver, Claudio, is delighted with the new machine as he puts
it through its paces on site in Sandford.
The JCB JS330 is towards the top end of our range of heavy
tracked excavators and has cushioned boom and dipper ends to
prevent shock loading’s, protecting the machine and increasing
operator comfort.
If you would like any further information about JCB’s range of heavy
excavators please get in touch with your local Holt JCB salesman.

MIRROR SPECIAL

Part Number

Description

121/59400

External Mirror

£35.00 (+VAT)

157/86000

Mirror External

£35.00 (+VAT)

157/86001

Mirror Glass

£11.50 (+VAT)

158/30491

Mirror External RH Fender

£29.99 (+VAT)

JCB BATTERY OFFER

LENS SPECIAL

Sale Price

160/01643

Mirror

£36.00 (+VAT)

331/63982

External Mirror

£18.50 (+VAT)

477/01068

Mirror

£11.00 (+VAT)

CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB DEPOT TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!

*Terms & Conditions apply. Subject to availability, while stocks last. Offer ends 30th June 2019.

JCB 669 BAT TERY

NOW JUST

£89.99*

729/10669 & 729/10642

JCB 6

Part Number

Description

700/50018

Prep-P Light Rear Comb

£ 9.99
*

700/50024

Lens CRL ACRYLI

£8.50 (+VAT)

700/50072

Lens

£10.00 (+VAT)

700/50073

Lens

£6.50 (+VAT)

42 B
NOW AT TERY
JUST
9

CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB DEPOT TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!

*Terms & Conditions apply. Subject to availability, while stocks last. Offer ends 31st March 2019.

Sale Price
£15.00 (+VAT)

700/50074

Lens

£6.50 (+VAT)

700/50075

Lens

£6.50 (+VAT)

CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB DEPOT TO ORDER YOURS TODAY!

*Terms & Conditions apply. Subject to availability, while stocks last. Offer ends 30th June 2019.

Bristol (HQ)

01179 827921

Blandford

01258 455300

Bristol (HQ)

01179 827921

Blandford

01258 455300

Bristol (HQ)

01179 827921

Blandford

01258 455300

Port Talbot

01639 813871

Exeter

01392 824826

Port Talbot

01639 813871

Exeter

01392 824826

Port Talbot

01639 813871

Exeter

01392 824826

Bodmin

01208 78078

Cheltenham 01242 820030

Bodmin

01208 78078

Cheltenham 01242 820030

Bodmin

01208 78078

Cheltenham 01242 820030
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JCB WINS COURT INJUNCTION
TO STOP PATENT INFRINGEMENT
JCB has been granted a preliminary injunction by a French court against Manitou which orders the company
to stop producing telehandlers featuring a patented JCB productivity device.
The ruling by the Judge at Court of the First Instance in Paris means that the company, based near Nantes, cannot manufacture,
sell or lease telescopic handlers equipped with the patented feature.
JCB CEO Graeme Macdonald said: ‘‘We invest many millions of pounds in developing and patenting innovative and sophisticated
engineering solutions which benefit our customers all over the world. We will not tolerate any copying or infringement of our
intellectual property rights wherever in the world they occur.”

“We invest many millions of pounds in developing and
patenting innovative and sophisticated engineering solutions
which benefit our customers all over the world.”
During operation of Loadall telescopic handlers fitted with JCB’s patented Longitudinal Load Moment Control (LLMC) system,
sensors monitor the weight being retained on the rear axle. If the sensors detect the rear axle weight is reducing past a pre-set
threshold, then the system gradually locks out the hydraulics to prevent further weight being transferred from the rear axle to
the front, therefore avoiding the machine tipping forward.
To allow operators to drive continuously without any loss of productivity, JCB has a patented feature on its LLMC system that
automatically disengages the device while the machine is moving (EP 2 263 965). This feature prevents JCB’s telehandlers
unnecessarily locking out the hydraulics and giving false indications of instability when the machine is simply re-handling or
travelling over rough ground. It is the use of this feature the French court has ordered Manitou to cease by March 13th. The
court also ordered Manitou to pay costs in the case.
www.holtjcb.co.uk
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NEW MACHINE OFFERS
Order now and choose from 0% Interest Hire Purchase or 90 days
payment pause Hire Purchase with JCB Finance. Terms apply.
CALL YOUR LOCAL HOLT JCB SALESMAN FOR DETAILS

0% Interest HP over 3 years on
new JCB Construction Master

Available on machines
ordered by 30.04.2019

0% Interest HP over 3 years on
new JCB Teleskid

Available on machines
delivered by 31.03.2019

Telephone:01179 827921

www.holtjcb.co.uk

www.holtjcb.co.uk

0% Interest Hire Purchase over
3 years on JCB Wastemasters

Available on machines
ordered by 30.04.2019

90 days payment pause HP
available on JCB Access range

Available on orders placed by
31.03.2019

Terms: Holt JCB Ltd, (co reg. 02199217 and address Third Way, Avonmouth,
Bristol BS11 9ZG, Tel: 01179 827921) are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Holt JCB are a credit broker and JCB Finance Ltd
are its preferred supplier of finance. JCB Finance Ltd (registered in England No.
972265 and whose registered address is: The Mill, High Street, Rocester, Staffs
ST14 5JW) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm
Reference Number: 708332). Finance is restricted to businsses users only in the
United Kingdom. Subject to acceptance by JCB Finance. Terms apply. A deposit
and full VAT amount or VAT difference is payable at the time of signing the Hire
Purchase agreement. A documentation fee is payable with the first payment
and a £40+VAT option-to-purchase fee will be collected together with the final
payment; these amounts are payable on all HP agreements.
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JCB ANNOUNCES DEAL
WITH NEW BRITISH
MOTOR RACING TEAM
JCB this month announced an exciting partnership with a new British motor racing team as the company
continues to expand its presence in global markets.
The partnership with SportPesa Racing Point F1 team (formerly Force India) will see prominent JCB branding on the two cars
driven by Lance Stroll and Sergio Perez from the first Formula One race in Melbourne in March. Branding will also appear on
helmets, overalls and the team’s trackside clothing.
In addition, JCB will play a major part in Racing Point’s development by providing machines to help in the construction of
building the team’s planned new factory later this year. JCB will also provide a range of power tools and workwear for the
British team as well as equipment including access platforms and generators to assist the team when it races in Europe.

“The popularity of Formula 1 gives JCB an excellent platform to promote
our products on the international stage to both new and existing
customers.”
JCB Chairman Lord Bamford went onto say: ‘‘JCB is one of the world’s biggest construction equipment brands and this
partnership will help us cement and build customer relationships. We see great synergy with the Racing Point team; we both
have a passion for pushing the boundaries of new technology and an ambition to succeed.’’
JCB began its Formula I association in 2017 with a Williams Racing sponsorship which has now concluded. The new deal offers
JCB the opportunity to develop customer relationships at race meetings and to promote its brand in new and existing markets
to increase global sales.
JCB Chairman Lord Bamford said: “The popularity of Formula 1 gives JCB an excellent platform to promote our products on
the international stage to both new and existing customers. JCB is one of the world’s biggest construction equipment brands
and this partnership will help us cement and build customer relationships. We see great synergy with the Racing Point team; we
both have a passion for pushing the boundaries of new technology and an ambition to succeed.”
Otmar Szafnauer, Team Principal and CEO of SportPesa Racing Point F1 Team, added: “This is the dawn of a new era for this
team and we are delighted to welcome JCB on what is certain to be an exciting journey in the years ahead. We are hungry for
success on and off the track and it’s great to have such a dynamic and world-leading brand supporting our efforts as we head
into the 2019 season.”
www.holtjcb.co.uk
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JCB IS TELEHANDLER OF CHOICE

FOR TERRY HARRIS & SONS

Congratulations to Terry Harris & Sons on their brand new JCB 531-70 telehandler, seen here working hard on site in Cornwall. The JCB
531-70 Construction Loadall telehandler boasts excellent manoeuvrability and fast travel times across site, courtesy of a compact wheelbase
and large steering lock angles. With 4WD as standard, you get plenty of traction and performance even in soft, muddy areas. 2WD can be
selected to minimise tyre wear and fuel use.
If you would like more information on JCB’s range of telehandlers, please get in touch with your local Holt JCB salesman.

GYNN GOES FOR JCB
Congratulations to Gynn Construction on their
brand new JCB 86C-1 excavator.
The load-sensing hydraulics on JCB’s 8-tonne
excavators only consume power on demand,
conserving fuel for when you need it most.
Another unique feature for even greater fuel
economy is the engine rpm automatically drops
below idle when the operator’s armrest is lifted
which reduces noise level.
If you would like more information on JCB’s
Mini Excavator range please get in touch with
your local Holt JCB salesman.
www.holtjcb.co.uk
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JCB TRENCHER

The JCB trencher gives you maximum digging power for excellent
productivity thanks to its high torque hydraulic motors. It also offers a
side shift feature allowing trenching next to walls or structures and single
side spoil auger permits working in confined spaces.

OVER 2000
ATTACHMENTS

If you would like more information on this attachment or any attachment
in the JCB range please contact your local Holt JCB parts department.

Holt JCB have the
perfect solution with over
2000 JCB attachments,
speak to your local depot
to find out more!

#completingthesolution

CALL YOUR LOCAL
DEPOT TO ORDER:
Bristol Parts

01179 827921

Exeter Parts

01392 824826

Port Talbot Parts

01639 813871

Cheltenham Parts 01242 820030
Blandford Parts

01258 455300

Bodmin Parts

01208 78078

KEEP UP TO DATE AND
KEEP IN TOUCH VIA

f www.facebook.com/holtjcbltd
l www.twitter.com/holtjcb
i www.linkedin.com/company/holtjcb
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